GET IN THE **LAKER SPIRIT!**
AT LMC, WE INVEST IN STUDENTS TO HELP THEM CREATE SUCCESSFUL, SPIRIT-FILLED LIVES FOCUSED ON A RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS CHRIST.

MIND, BODY AND SOUL, WE NOURISH EVERY ASPECT OF THEIR SPIRIT WITH CARE, COMPASSION AND COMMITMENT.

THAT’S THE LAKER SPIRIT.
WELCOME TO
LAKE MICHIGAN CATHOLIC!

If a picture is worth a thousand words, then it is my distinct pleasure to present to you an entire novel about what makes our Lake Michigan Catholic Schools something special. In these pages, you’ll see the bonds of our tight-knit school family on display. You’ll see the joy of childhood being fostered, the inquisitiveness of adolescence being fed, the character of young adulthood being forged. You’ll see the caring and dedication of our teachers, administrators and staff, and the fruit that it bears. You’ll see our faith on display as more than just another topic in a textbook, and so I hope you’ll see Jesus Christ in these pages, too.

In all of these ways and more, you’ll see the human spirit being nourished in mind, in body, and in soul. At least, I hope that’s what you’ll see. Because that’s what I see every time I walk down these halls, every time I celebrate Mass or teach in the classroom or yell from the sidelines at a sporting event. And I hope you’ll give us the chance to share with you what I’ve seen here. My hope is that this viewbook might become the first page of a brand new chapter of the story that we’ll get to tell together. Welcome to LMC.

Fr. Tom McNally
Co-Pastor of Lake Michigan Catholic Schools
ACADEMICS

From our littlest Lakers to our graduating seniors, LMC students benefit from engaged teachers and intimate class sizes. We carefully select our curriculum to prepare students for success, then help each child find the best path.

Many schools focus on developing strong science and technology skills. But at LMC, we believe a more holistic approach prepares our students to make a positive impact on the world. Elementary, middle and high school students all participate in project-based learning in our STREAM Labs. Our interdisciplinary approach stretches students’ grasp of science, technology, religion, engineering, art and math – leading to creative, collaborative problem solving from many different perspectives.

Our classroom lessons also come alive with special programs like Science Fair, Michigan History Competition and Night of Writing Dangerously, plus community service projects for students of all ages.
FAITH IN JESUS CHRIST

We believe that the greatest calling of a Catholic and Christian life is glorify God. That’s why our curriculum is infused with faith in Jesus Christ. This faith is not just a foundation we build upon, but a part of every single brick we lay as we construct our students’ education.

The commitment to our Christian values is what makes LMC so truly valuable to our families. We teach our students more than how to get into college or pursue a career – we teach them what it means to have a life directed toward and devoted to their faith in Jesus Christ.

Investing in an LMC education creates a lifeline, and it lasts a lifetime.
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

Endless opportunities beyond the classroom aren’t just accessible – they’re actually attainable for students at every level. Each student with the desire and drive to participate can find a place among activities like sports, music, art, theatre, clubs and more.

Many of our sports programs are open to elementary students and are coached by middle and high school coaching staff. This allows our young student-athletes to develop the proper skills and attitudes to succeed at a higher level.

All LMC 5th grade students participate in band, giving them the chance to discover their passion for instrumental music and develop a foundation for our excellent middle and high school bands. Instruction in piano and strings is also available through a partnership with local music professionals.
THE LAKER FAMILY

Much like we’re all one in the family of Christ, when you’re a Laker, you’re a member of the LMC family. Our teachers and staff build connections with their students that often last a lifetime, and our Laker families bond through shared values and interests.

In elementary school, the Family Unity Network – Laker F.U.N. – coordinates family activities like Fall Festival, Catholic Schools Week, Trivia Night and more. Our Laker Spirit stays strong as families celebrate triumphs and tackle challenges together throughout middle and high school.

GET IN THE LAKER SPIRIT – ENROLL TODAY!
VISIT LMCLAKERS.ORG/ENROLL FOR MORE INFORMATION.